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Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we are going to
have our July member meeting virtually at 7 pm July 28th
via “Zoom” meeting software. Click Zoom meeting link
below.
This will allow up to 100 WCABA members to listen in
and watch our Beekeeping 101 session as well as conducting
a Q&A.
You do not need to sign up for an account to join the
meeting - just a device and internet connection are required.
If you are you planning to join from an iPhone or iPad,
be sure to download this application first: https://apps.apple.
com/us/app/zoom-cloud-meetings/id546505307
We look forward to seeing you Tuesday night @ 7PM!
Topic: July Virtual Member Meeting
Time: Jul 28, 2020 07:00 PM Central Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82301244458
Meeting ID: 823 0124 4458
Dial in: +1 346 248 7799
Meeting ID: 823 0124 4458

PROGRAM

Speaker: James & Chari Elam,
co-owner of Texas Bee Supply
Topic: "What's Going on in Our Hives Now and What
We Should be Doing About It"
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I was thinking about the WCABA mentoring program when I
came across this article on HoneyBeeSuite.com. I thought you
might be interested. In addition, I followed with some thoughts
of my own.
Phil Ainslie, President
WCABA
Not every new beekeeper needs a mentor
By Rusty Burlew
Not for one minute do I believe that every new beekeeper needs
a mentor. Furthermore, some mentors do more harm than good.
The thing is, anyone can call themselves a mentor. In
beekeeping, no qualifications are required. Now, I agree that
it’s nice to watch someone open a hive if you’ve never done it.
President Phil Ainslie
It’s helpful to see someone hold a hive tool and manipulate the
frames or point out brood and honey and hive beetles. But is it necessary? No.
Mentoring is communicating
Bad mentors are everywhere in this business. I’ve seen three-month beekeepers “mentoring”
beginners, teaching them how to overwinter when they’ve never overwintered themselves.
Conversely, I’ve known mentors who’ve been keeping bees since the last ice age but have no ability
to teach. It doesn’t matter how much you know if you can’t communicate.
Mentoring is much more than a skilled beekeeper teaching an unskilled one. Since it’s a one-on-one
relationship, issues of compatibility can enhance or destroy the learning process. Before I began this
website, I was more open-minded about mentoring. It was common and accepted, and I thought it
was okay. What changed my mind were things people wrote:

“My mentor put my bottom box on the top, but I don’t know why.”
“Why did my mentor shake my bees onto the ground? He said everyone did it.”
“When my bees died my mentor said it was a bad queen. What was wrong with her?”
“My mentor said not to worry about mites the first year. Now they’re dead.”

What I see in these comments is a mentor who didn’t know, didn’t care, or couldn’t teach. We
cannot all be mentors. Take me, for example. I’m far too impatient for mentoring. I like to get in, do
the job, and get out. “You missed it? How could you miss it?”
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Good mentors are rare
Do good mentors exist? Absolutely. But like good teachers, they are scarce. Even now, I can recall
every teacher who made a lasting impression on me: my seventh-grade science teacher, my ninth
grade English teacher, my tenth-grade physics teacher. I remember them because they were
remarkable. They inspired, motivated, and encouraged. They made me want to learn, a trait that set
them apart from the others.
The beekeeping mentor needs to explain the why of everything. Why did you move that frame? How
do you know they will swarm? Why do you think the queen is weak? Conversely, the newbie should
ask why. Over and over. Don’t let your mentor off the hook for a second. Make him explain.
Don’t do what doesn’t make sense
I firmly believe that when a new beekeeper doesn’t understand an instruction, he shouldn’t follow it.
Why would you do something you don’t understand? This applies to advice from mentors, speakers,
YouTube, books, magazines, and websites including this one. Keep asking until you understand and
pay attention to your misgivings. You have a built-in b.s. meter for a reason. Trust it.
To me, the idea that everyone needs a mentor is just one more in a long string of beekeeping myths
and half-truths. If you can find a good mentor, you are lucky indeed. If you can’t find one that suits
you, you can succeed just as well.
Common sense and respect for your bees will solve most beekeeping problems. Reading, thinking,
and planning will help with the rest. Above all, never doubt that you can do this—with a mentor or
without.
___________________________________________________________________________
Some of My Thoughts on Mentors and Mentees.
For mentors:
1. If you don’t know the answer to a question. Admit it. A good reply is I don’t know but I’ll
check with somebody more experienced.
2. Respect the other person’s privacy and values. Do not assume they believe as you do
regarding religion, politics, sexual matters, etc. Mentoring is not the time or place for such
matters.
3. Realize that the people you mentor assume you are the expert. Few of us are truly experts.
We’re just more experienced.
4. If you make a mistake while mentoring, point it out. They can you from your mistakes. In
fact, discuss some of your mistakes, this opens the door to more learning and valuable
questions.
5. Let the person you are mentoring do the work. Explain what needs done, and let them do it.
Another way is to show them once and let the mentee perform the function the next time. You
have to decide which works best. Some people are good hearing learners but many people
are better visual learners, and most are hands on learners.
6. How much experience is needed to be a mentor. That depends on the mentor. Most can do
basic mentoring after a full years’ experience. In spite of my experience, I could not mentor
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someone wanting to do queen rearing. I recognize my lack of skill in queen rearing and I
would decline the opportunity. In this case I would make a referral or send a note to the
general membership for help from someone experienced in this area.
7. Encourage new beekeepers to start small and work up to a larger operation if their goal is to
have multiple hives. Most new beekeepers find multiple hives overwhelming.
Mentees:
1. Our mentors are volunteers. Please respect their time. Family first, bees somewhere down
the list.
2. Write down your questions. I was guilty of saying to myself after the mentor left, “Curses, I
forgot to ask such and such”.
3. A visit is not always needed. E-mails will often resolve some basic issues. Consider taking
picture or video of the problem.
4. Share your success. Mentors like to see your successes. We can also learn for the mentee.
5. Respect your mentors’ values. Male/female or vice versa mentoring may result in
misunderstandings or worse.
6. Ask an experienced beekeeper if you can help them with their operation. Another good way
to learn is to tag along or help a commercial beekeeper.
7. Before you decide a You-Tube is gospel, ask your mentor to view the You-Tube video and give
you his or her thoughts. You-Tubing is a good way to learn, but go to a reputable site.
Several universities have very helpful videos.
8. Realize that bees die in spite of all our work. Currently the hive loss across the U.S. is 3040%.
9. Realize that sometime bees just don’t like the home you have assigned them and abscond in
spite of your best efforts.
10. Keep learning. Check out material from the club library. We have a large library of books
to choose from. They run the gamut from basic and up.
11. Seek out classes in your area. There are seminars offered by area bee clubs. Some bee
suppliers offer classes for a fee. We have a member of our club that gives a class on
beginning beekeeping.
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Interim Newsletter Editor Appointed
Chris Doggett, long time member of WCABA and
former President was chosen as Newsletter Editor in the
slate of officer presented to serve in 2019 and has held
the position until his resent resignation from that post.
Chris wears so many hats in the different organizations
that it is not a surprise that he has felt compelled to give
something up before now. As a result of his decision I
have been offered the opportunity to serve as interim
editor till elections are held again. I welcome it.
My name is Jimmie Oakley, a past President of
WCABA and currently serve as Scholarship Committee
Chair, and I have coordinated the ordering and
Jimmie Oakley - Newsletter Editor
distribution of bees and nucs each spring for the last
several years.
Before that I assisted Mary Bost (newsletter editor for 30 years) in getting out the
WCABA “rag” back when it was still done on a Brother’s Word Processor and had
to be sent out to be copied enough times to be mail out to the membership. Then it
usually consisted of four pages and was actually a “letter” from Mary to all the
members. It had news, tips on beekeeping, recipes, and all the warmth she could
convey in her monthly musings.
Boy, have times changed. With advancement in computer hardware and
computer software, so has the way the monthly Newsletter looks and comes to you.
When Mary Bost retired, we got another Mary, Mary Catherine Gardner who
ushered in a whole new format with new banner The Buzzword, and very eye
appealing layout and graphics. You may remember that her daughter Elise was our
Honey Queen, and this offered lots of opportunity for event coverage and story
lines, always interesting.
As time went on so did life, and when Mary Catherine had to resigned, we got
another Mary, this time Mary Alice Herring. Her daughter Kallie was a former
Wolf-Bost Scholarship Recipient, and Mary Alice wanted to give back to the club
for all they had received as a result of that program. She took on the responsibility
and did an excellent job of carrying on the newsletter in the newer image, but
alas….
Chris is not a Mary, and neither am I, but for as much as I am worth, I am going
to give it a try. And if I have to change my name to Mary, so be it.
Jimmie Oakley – Interim Editor
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Membership Report: Shirley Doggett
We wondered if COVID-19 may have made a difference to the
WCABA membership roster. This is not so.
We currently have 182 paid single members or families. This is very
much the same as this time last year. Renewals and new members are
still arriving in the mail. We are pleased that our membership numbers
are not being affected by this terrible pandemic.
We have had about 40 new members this year who are trying to
manage without the benefit of our usual meetings. So, if you are a
seasoned beekeeper and have a little time to spare please consider
becoming a mentor to one or more of these newbees or invite them to
your bee yard to show them what it’s all about.
Please let a board member know if you would like to do that.
If you have not paid your 2020 dues please consider doing so, there
Shirley Doggett - Membership
is a membership form below in this newsletter. Those of you that have
paid up to date Thank You.
Stay safe and well and we hope to see you very soon.
New Members
Michael and Edith Zuvanich.
Thrall
IV and Kim Glosson.
Liberty Hill
Greg and Chin Willy.
Round Rock
Stephanie and Jonna Korenek-Vaden. Hutto

Renewing Members
Pamela Yeamans.
Austin
Phil Hopkins.
Florence
Roy and Caroline Markham
Round Rock

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
WILLIAMSON COUNTY AREA BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Dues: $20.00 per year - individual or $25.00 - family membership
New Member / Renewing Member
(circle one)
Date:______________________
Name:___________________________________________________Amount: $ ____________
Cash or Check #_________
Address:______________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip:_________________________________________________________________
Phone: (

)____________________ e-mail:_______________________________________
(please print)

To save postage cost may we send your Newsletter via e-mail? Yes[
] No[
]
Instructions: print , fill out, and bring to club meeting , or mail with check to Membership

Mrs. Shirley Doggett - 400 C. R. 440 - Thrall, TX 76578 - Ph.512/924-5051
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2020 Scholarship Recipients Extract for the First Time
The 2020 Wolf-Bost Scholarship Recipients got to taste honey
from their hives as they extracted for the first time from the
scholarship apiary located at the Heritage Community Garden in
southeast Georgetown.
Meeting on a schedule of every other Thursday with program
mentor Randy Oakley, they checked the hives on June 25th, but in
addition this time they pulled some of the full frames of capped
honey to experience the fun and reward of extracting.
The group adjourned to the Bost Farm Honey House where they
set up the three-frame extractor to try their hand at liberating the
“sweet stuff” from the combs their bees had drawn out and filled
up.
Each one took turns at the various tasks of uncapping, spinning Recipient's and Mom's: Emily & Misty Griffis, Sterling
& Julie Kinghorn, Aydon & Tiffany Guevara, and
the honey out, straining the honey and finally bottling it up.
Garrett & Heather Rogers

Emily uncapping with the HOT knife

Aydon loads the third frame into extractor Garrett uses uncapping punch to break the
wax seal on the comb

Production Line - Emily, Aydon & Garrett uncap and crank out the honey

Sterling process the honey by straining

It was a learning experience that was at times sticky, but there was no complaining, and a good time was had by
all. Everyone went home with honey for their effort.
Jimmie Oakley – Scholarship Chair
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More Pictures of the Scholarship Extracting Party

Further Processing: Aydon and Emily strain the
honey a third time before bottling

Honey Mom Julie Kinghorn and Tiffany Guevara get to the very last drop

Emily tries her hand at bottling the Honey Bears

A long evening is rewarded as everyone takes home HONEY!

After everything is tallies up and the spoils are divided, each recipient
family took home almost 15lb. of honey, and a big SMILE! J.O.
THANKS for YOUR SUPPORT

Garrett shows his skill doing the same
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My Experience With WCABA Scholarship Program
by Bailey Brett
After completing the scholarship program and becoming a beekeeper, I would like to share with
you some of highlights from the program and some pointers on how to be a good bee student.
This program has been a thorough mentorship, it was almost two years
ago that I met the Oakleys and am extremely grateful for all their help; the
time and effort they devote to the program is invaluable and remarkable. They
are fully invested in passing on their knowledge to the next generation of bee
keepers. Even though the program is a time commitment for the student and
their parents, it was made to be very manageable. When we started we met
every week at the Georgetown Heritage Gardens to check on our hives and
learn some of the basics. We quickly learned that there is a lot to learn! It is
important to understand the rhythm of a hive and it’s seasonal activities so that
any challenges can be identified and treated early.
Checking my Bees
Our first honey flow was met with great excitement, due to a very
successful honey flow we even had the opportunity for a second pull of honey after the first! After some
time we got the hang of the routine inspections. With the honey flow season behind us we began to meet
about every two weeks. There was still plenty to do, we split the hives in the fall to plan for winter losses.
There were a few challenges but overall our hives wintered very well. This is the slow season for the
beekeeper, mostly you do your best to leave the hive undisturbed so the temperature of the hive is
maintained, only checking on the hive for signs of starvation on the warmest days.

My favorite is the honey flow season! It’s busy but if you are
diligent in checking and caring for your bees it’s a rewarding experience. I
remember my first time extracting honey with the Oakleys and my fellow
beekeeping students, we had very full boxes of honey. We all enjoyed
sampling the honey, in fact I may have sampled a bit too much. To be
honest I sampled just a little too much, every time. Just remember, a good
honey flow depends on the weather, what’s blooming, and the health of
your hive. Don’t be discouraged if you don’t get what you were expecting.
Be diligent and you will be rewarded.
For those new to the scholarship program, I learned to do more
than just pay attention when my fellow beekeepers were checking their
hives, it’s important to ask questions, in fact, the more questions you ask
the better. Most importantly, do your own research. Devote your own time
to learning, that way when you observe you will better understand what is
happening, how it works, and what you’re accomplishing by performing a
specific procedure on your hive.

Extracting my Honey

With all that said, I’ve enjoyed the experience of learning how to keep bees and it is truly a very
special program. It is worth the time and effort, the knowledge and skills you take away from it will last you
a lifetime and provide you with a teachable skill and an opportunity for future income. Study hard, the bee
population will thank you!
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My Beekeeping Experience
by Reece Brett

My time as a bee student was quite enjoyable, I learned a lot from the Oakley’s and
appreciate all the effort they put into the scholarship program. I also appreciate the
friendships I made with the other scholarship recipients. We
worked well together and became a real team and friends too!
I missed the opportunity to apply for the program the previous
year, so when the scholarship opportunity arrived, I couldn’t wait
to apply. To my surprise, they accepted both my sister and I into
the program and we were both elated. I really appreciated the
patience the Oakley’s showed in working with us, it takes time to
get the proper technique down. If you’re a new scholarship
recipient, I would advise you to give yourself some time and
don’t get frustrated with yourself, the proper technique to
checking a hive will come with practice.
We learned so much in the program, how to
identify problems with your hive and better yet
how to prevent them in the first place. Doing
routine checks is most important. We found it
helpful to have all of our hives in one location at
the Georgetown Heritage Gardens, this allowed
us to observe the other students’ hives and note
any differences. The program has given us a real
boost in beekeeping, but we also recognize that
this is only the beginning, keeping bees is a lifelong
learning process and the challenges are different with every
season and year.

My Sister & I had Hives next to each other

We were very blessed to have such successful honey flow
seasons with multiple extractions, this was partly due to weather,
but also because of the close watch we kept on our hives and
expertise of the Oakley’s. Now that we have moved our hives to
our home apiary, I’m excited to test my knowledge. We’ve
already faced some challenges, but every challenge is an
opportunity to learn. I would advise the new beekeeping students
to view this as only the beginning and glean from the Oakley’s
all you can since both their knowledge and experience are
immense. They are there to help you so don’t be shy about
asking for help!
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Feeding my Hive at the Garden

Processing all that Honey!

F.Y.I., Your Beekeeping Club has purchased for your shared use Extracting
Equipment (listed below). plus a small wax melter, a hive lifter (two person), and a
refractometer for testing honey mosture (kept at the Bost Farm Honey House.
Contact Jimmie Oakley for more information or to reserve any of these.
Talk or Text: 512/507-3009

WCABA EXTRACTING EQUIPMENT
Item Description
Three (3) Frame Mann Lake Extractor w/clear plastic lids, honey gate and attached stand.
Two Part Mann Lake Plastic Uncapping Tub w/wax excluder, frame rest, honey gate .
(1) Three Gallon Square honey container w/stainless steel double sieve baskets.
(1) Five Gallon Pail Honey Bucket Bottling Tank w/lid
& honey gate for straining & bottling.
(2) Micron Honey straining baskets for use with
bottling tank.
(2) honey capping scratcher.
(1) uncapping roller.
(1) spatula.
(1) One Gallon hand washing bucket.
(1) Small Crescent wrench, use on extractor.
Requested you be courteous and assure all the equipment has been cleaned thoroughly before
returning!

Two Person Hive Lifter to move hive without touching
bees, divides the weight between two people.

Donated by Mr. & Mrs. Larry Byrn
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From Texas Bee Supply:
Supplemental

Live Webinar: August Hive Management
Hello Friends!
We hope you and your bees are doing well! With a very hot dry summer on
the horizon, there are several critical bee management issues to discuss!
Our next free webinar will be August 6th, and will cover:
- August Monthly Tips
- Requeening
- Finding Queens
- Q & A and More!
When: Aug 6, 2020 06:30 PM Central
Time (US and Canada)
Topic: Texas Bee Supply's August Tips
It's easy to participate, simply click this link to register:
August Bee Management with Blake Shook on August 6th at 6:30PM!
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information
about joining the webinar.
Want to see the webinar but can't make it on August 6th? No problem, we've got you
covered. Simply register at the link above and a couple of days after the seminar you
too will receive a link to the recording!
Note: If you don't register, you will not receive a link to the recording so go ahead
and register today.
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Williamson County Area Beekeeping Association
Virtual Board meeting May 21st, 2020
Members Present:
Phil Ainslie, Linda Russell, Jimmie Oakley, Gillian Mattinson, Shannon Montez, Barbi Rose, Matt Ludlum,
Chris Doggett, Shirley Doggett, Ginny Stubblefield
Member Absent: Rachel Glass, Chris Huck
The virtual meeting was opened around 7 pm and hosted by Matt Ludlum.
The minutes from the previous meeting, 03/19/2020, sent out prior to the members for review prior to the board
meeting and accepted, as is, by the board.
Board updates:
Librarian: - report not provided.
Bee Procurement Review provided by Jimmie Oakley and Phil Ainslie.
The whole process went very smoothly, and the team arrived back from Louisiana at 3 am, giving plenty of
time to get the nucs prepared for pick up. Communication with members regarding the collection of the nucs,
whilst adhering to social distancing, plus the planning of the collection process, resulted in a very organized and
efficient nuc distribution. Members provide positive feedback regarding the process and discussion took place
as to the benefits of the “drive through” method or allowing members to pick their own nuc. The method of
distribution can be revisited near to the new bee procurement.
Jimmie reported that only one nuc and one queen had to be provided for compensation. This year very few
concerns/complaints compared to last year. In all there were 11 deposits made totaling $45,285.00, the last for
$2,825.00 represented the sale of overage on nucs and queens to members."
Scholarship Report provided by Jimmie Oakley. The program is doing well. The scholarship recipients are
learning the ropes, paying attention and learning how to read frames. Discussion took places as to having the
recipients complete a short article describing their experience in the program and maybe have a monthly update
from them.
Technology update provided by Matt Ludlum. The question posted was if “zoom” was the medium for future
meetings, or if an alternative is needed. General agreement was that zoom is suitable and is filling the need to
hold virtual meetings. There have been between 30 to 35 individual connections to the meetings; this does not
reflect the actual number of persons accessing the meeting as there may be multiple viewers on one connection
Membership Report provided by Shirley Doggett. Currently, 150 members have paid their 2020 dues. There
are 59 new members. Discussion ensued regarding membership incentives for next year, but no changes
proposed at this time. No complaints received regarding membership or service provided during the Covid
disruption.
Newsletter Report by Chris Doggett. Not much to report. Jimmie is a constant regarding sending in articles, but
the newsletter would benefit from more people contributing. Chris reported difficulty in getting the newsletter
posted on the WCABA website prior to the meeting. Request for Rachel to post it prior to the meeting.
Recommended the timeline for posting items on the website to be the day after receiving them. It would also be
useful for the board to know how to post items on the website possibly develop a step-by-step “how to” guide.
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Treasurer's Report by Barbi Rose. Barbi shared the report with the board:
$28,247.94 in the bank, which includes three checks in the mail.
$1,000 - Austin Area beekeeping for the Queen/Princess program
$45,285 - Bee procurement
$3,218 - Membership
$ 6, 020.92 in profit.
Discussion took place regarding the payments for the venues, which the board and members are not utilizing.
Phil and Barbi agreed to send a “thank-you” card/letter for the donation from the AABA.
Discussion regarding a donation to Randy Oakley ensued but no decision was made. He currently receives
mileage, and he was provided a $500 donation for the past two-year’s scholarship service.
The Programming Report presented by Linda Russel. Jim Colbert will be presenting at the upcoming meeting
on the topic of mergers and splitting. Guest speaker for the following meeting, possibly Dodi Stillman. The
monthly members meeting will continue to be via the virtual platform until the county is in phase 3 and the
library reopens to larger gatherings/ meetings.
Queen/Ambassador Report by Ginny Stubblefield. All events have been cancelled due to the Covid 19
precautions/mandates.
Other Business
Advertising in the newsletter is free to all members. Discussion took place regarding a fee or donation for
outside vendors who wish to advertise. Board members are concerned this may alter nonprofit status if
promising sponsorship. Further information will be gathered from TBA as to guidelines in this regard.
The Marketplace is OK for buying and selling bee and bee related equipment, plus service to assist in ag
exemption and cut outs/ swarm assistance.
More research from the board is required to identify the pros and cons of being a 501c organization.
The refractometer was not purchased. The board agreed to go ahead with the purchase. The price will be $200 $300.
The purchase of a beehive lifter was tabled until the next meeting to enable the gathering on information on
cost/ maintenance of the equipment.
Next meeting: - Thursday 23rd, July @ 7 pm via Zoom.

--Classifieds-Bees for AG – Exemption or Hobbyist
Complete Hives: Single Deeps, $385; Medium Single, $350; Nuc Hives, $265.
Bees are Gentle, Healthy, and Inspected by Texas Apiary Inspection Service.
Only Organic Miticides used. I can help you get set up and inspect hives (for a small fee).
$100 Deposit per Hive is non-refundable and deducted from price upon delivery.
Elsa Sorenson - P.O. Box 958 - Manor, TX 78653 - email: einaustin@gmail.com
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